do? But to fully enter into conversation with this work, it's more useful to think past its container. ZCCD is best understood as amorphous and dynamic, a rich collection of exchanges passing between an ever-growing group of collaborators. Projects are flexible and experiential; spatial homelessness is a norm; artifacts exist but don't often survive. The project's best work is the connective tissue it constructs between artists and communities as they send and receive, and send and receive, across continents.
Chido Johnson, Nontsikelelo Mutiti, and Kumbulani Zamuchiya developed the framework for ZCCD in 2013. They envisioned smaller, private spaces that could function as cultural consulates, where people and ideas would be received: lived-in spaces whose existence as culture centers prioritized the lived experiences of their communities. Zamuchiya, whose bedroom in Harare housed the first Zimbabwe portal, wants to "play with the limits that separate Africa and the U.S."
1 ZCCD pushes against the tension of (official) U.S.-Zimbabwe relations, colonial histories, racial and economic disparity, and each culture's limited, generalized knowledge of the other. Adopting words more frequently used by nationalist bodies-consulate, ambassador, embassy-the project asserts that deep, intercultural knowledge can be built from the steady rhythm of intimate, bidirectional exchange.
Johnson and Mutiti found resonance in Detroit's disheveled spaces-physical representations, Mutiti says, "of what corruption and failed governance on an administrative level does to people the ground." "Wrinkles in the buildings," says Johnson, "show us what's really behind them." Both grew up in Zimbabwe during the years surrounding its independence, amid post-colonial turbulence, standards of living in flux. In Detroit, they see a space in similar crisis: failing economies, an exodus of citizens, a global identity fueled by limited (and sensational) media representation. In both spaces, a community's livelihood expands and contracts. In both spaces, there are thriving pockets of culture that go missing from the public record.
Johnson finds special poignancy threading this connectivity. Born in Zimbabwe and educated in local schools, he grew up speaking Shona. But his parents were missionaries, and Johnson is a U.S. citizen whose internal culture is deeply Zimbabwean. His first visit to the U.S.-to attend university in 1987-was so filled with culture shock that he returned to Zimbabwe that year. He is also white, complicating conversations about his identity, his work, and the spaces he moves within. As a partial outsider in both countries, he finds his work infused with "a raw need to connect."
And so, a portal between two spaces: Detroit, the city; Zimbabwe, the country. Harare, Hamtramck, Mutare. It is an imaginative line of fluid exchange, subverting naturally occurring and constructed boundaries: community spaces turned cultural consulates.
Artists participating in ZCCD work in call-and-response. They rarely meet in person, collaborating instead across geographic boundaries, working to dislodge geopolitical ones. In I Wish You Were Here (2013-present) As an art form, DJ-ing layers disparateness with ease. "Collage," says Rahme, "is a very big word with too much nostalgia in European roots of the 1900s," but "bring to life that picture as a practice…it's all about taking tiny bits and making a whole."
Other exchanges passed across the ocean: T-shirt designs, gallery exhibits, a poetry buffet, nine of Johnson's Detroit students, and two professional artistsMasimba Hwati (Zimbabwe to Detroit) and Haleem "Stringz" Rasul (Detroit to Harare). It's worth noting that ZCCD freely mixes artists of all career stages: professionals, students, local participants, the internationally renowned. Hwati, who also represented Zimbabwe in the Venice Bienniale, created his Detroit works within the city's upstart artist laboratory, Popp's Packing. Rasul, a Jit dancer, partnered with Harare's Jibilika Dance Trust. Plot Mhako, who heads Jibilika, watched a partnership unfold between Rasul and dancer Franko "Slomo" Dhaka. "They didn't have verbal language in common," notes Mhako, but, In Zimbabwe, dance is more than an art. It's a way of life, each dance is a symbol. People…may not be literate in each other's languages. They can come together with dance.
The physical work is transient, ephemeral, its documentation sporadic. Tunneling around mainstream structures, ZCCD actively seeks an alternative canon. This has its benefits and its problems: it is a prolific community with a rich body of work that remains mostly undercover. But speak with ZCCD contributors and it's clear that connections between Detroit and Zimbabwe are deeply felt. "It's brilliant and it's raw," says Stringz Rasul. "Of course, prime infrastructure is necessary, but the rawness…allows (us) to do things (we) couldn't otherwise, to connect at a completely different level." It's likely that the real success of ZCCD has little to do with what can be "properly" recorded and much more to do with what distances can be crossed.
Elizabeth Muusha is the director of the National Gallery of Zimbabwe, where ZCCD's postcard exchange was shown. She reflects, It's a timely and valuable idea. (The) exchange project brought hope to us considering the prevailing atmosphere…due to the ailing socio-economic situation in the country…(It) has forcefully gone beyond the national physical boundaries in uniting artists in their common goal of expressing their feelings about their environments regardless of the thousands of miles in between the two cities…bringing us closer together and breaking down the boundaries that control and limit humankind.
ZCCD is deeply interested in the role artists play as cultural ambassadors. The language is specific and scalpel sharp. "Consulate" and "ambassador" are nationwords; their use asserts the national value of artists and the bridging possibilities of arts exchange. Meanwhile, ZCCD transmits its work through intimate spaces, prioritizing personal connections over the dominant, generalized narratives imposed on Zimbabwe and Detroit. In doing this, the project poses questions about who is represented, how, and why. It is art based not on cultural prescriptions, but closequartered appeal. Our cultures, says Johnson, "are stuck in hierarchies." In contrast, ZCCD is grounded in the idea of artists as culture workers, with those culture workers on the ground. It is also, very simply, a place to connect. Says artist Mario Moore, "It's a home for artists, and I think feeling like somewhere is home is a great strength."
Truly flattening a hierarchy-even on a personal scale-requires unstitching existing frames of reference. This challenge needs special attention in a time of sensationalism and rapid packaging. Our perceptions of Detroit and Zimbabwe are heavily mediated, our own narratives quickly inserted. Johnson notes that contemporary conversations about African art are most often framed in Western terms. Work is labeled "tribal" or "primitive;" art is isolated from community; theory is separated from practice. In Zimbabwe, he says, "the entire structure of discourse is different." Mutiti observes that Western venues showcase, and therefore prioritize, black artists working cathartic narratives. This creates a loop that reinforces one history and blinds us to the fresh contemporary pieces African artists are developing. This idea, "that all work is paying homage to past events, grappling with the torment of oppression," constrains our conversation. Detroit artists are wrapped in similar boxes. Says Mario Moore, I just want people to actually look at the work and take from the work. I want people to actually pay attention to what happens within each piece. I think when it comes to a Black artist creating representational work it comes with a lot of preconceived notions before they even think about the ideas within the work. "This is very hard to talk about," says Johnson. "We all have a lot of learning to do." If we wish to cross a cultural gap, we need to adjust our position.
Of course the idea of an arts-culture exchange is not new. Contemporary artists regularly work across borders, collaborative processes eased by the digital age. What's interesting is what ZCCD does particularly well. The project values smaller, independent exchanges as culturally generative. By making special use of private spaces, the project functionally and deliberately elevates intimate connections within arts practice and within the dialogue of its collaborators. Counter narratives emerge, and generalizations dissipate. In a time when global leaders regularly politicize the strength of our borders, ZCCD offers an alternative of openness, demonstrating what richness is possible when we work across distance. 
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